
 

Conference planning services provided by RHINO CONSULTING. 

 
Hello #RIMSWRC Speakers, 
 
We have great news; we have confirmed the use of Sl ido for all  sessions at this year’s 
RIMS Western Regional Conference! 
 
This means you can incorporate the following features LIVE into your presentation, 
 

• Multiple choice polling 
• Audience quiz 
• Open answer questions 
• Ranking 
• Virtual Q&A 

 
It is beyond simple for attendees to use. No app required! Either follow the QR code or attendees enter your session 
code at slido.com and immediately have access to active polls or ask a question virtually. 
 
It is easy for presenters as well. Rhino will build poll questions into your final presentation and as soon as you advance to 
that slide, the poll will be activated. Attendees will immediately see the results in real time increasing polling 
participation. Speakers must only determine their poll questions in advance. To help overcome any nervous presenters, 
we can provide a tutorial before your session. It is so easy; the tutorial takes less than 5 minutes. 
 
If you aren’t familiar with Slido, you can view a 2 min. tutorial of features at https://youtu.be/iLLS-43c4vg. 
 
This is completely optional. To use this feature, send events@consultrhino.com the polling questions you would like 
built by Friday, September 20th with your final presentation. We will create the polling questions for you, insert the 
slides, and send the final deck back to you for review and approval. Your WRC liaison can help run the features of Slido 
during your session. 
 
You may be wondering how you introduce your use of Slido at the start of your session, here is a great example of Slido 
being used in a conference setting. https://youtu.be/msVFcrBEU1M #RIMSWRC emcees will also be introducing the use 
of Slido at the start of each day, audiences catch on and love this participation feature. 
 
This is meant to build audience engagement and provide additional tools for you to enjoy. This isn’t meant to cause 
stress. If you don’t find this to be helpful, please opt out and continue with your presentation as planned. Added benefit 
for those interested, and no response necessary for those who aren’t. 
 
Please feel free to reach out if you have any questions or would like to begin building Slido into your presentation. 
 
For immediate assistance, please contact:  
 
Jennifer Saliba, Conference Director 
(503) 481-3331 
jennifer@consultrhino.com 
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